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AI as an Opportunity for MedTech Startups



Research results as 
products/Intellectual Property and value 
add to drive economic growth

Unleash your inner entrepreneur



An old & wise AI agent once said that…



“Should heart love the brain…”



“…the brain may love it back”



Our goal: better & faster diagnostics in Cardio

using Machine Learning



good diagnostics take time & deep knowledge

data is siloed & inaccessible

The Challenge:



UDMI, the unique database for medical imaging

The Solution:

…with an artificial brain augmenting the doctor



2. Coronary arterial dominance

4. Coronary calcification

3. Coronary origin anomalies

1. Aortic stenosis



One may say…

Are you nuts?!

Haven’t you hard about
Siemens, Hitachi, Philips etc?

They are already doing this!



…Indeed, the giants are already doing it…

“But there’s a huge value in geographically 
spread AI research & development on the globe”

Viorica Patraucean
Research Scientist 
Google DeepMind

So we may be nuts, but at least we’re not alone ☺



Amazing times…

Digital and Artificial Intelligence in particular are now a 
great opportunity to

unleash your inner MedTech entrepreneur

and make a better, healthier world 



Strong Med and Tech skill
Beautiful, passionate people

That’s us, btw



2020. It’s (still) the Summer of AI



IT Cluster 
of N-E Romania

https://codecamp.ro/
https://www.ndrconf.ai/
http://digital-innovation.zone/
http://tbnr.ac/












smart
transport, water supply, disposal 
facilities, light and heat, responsive city
administration, safer public spaces …

green
reduce waste, recycle, lower emissions, 
expand open space, encourage development 
of sustainable local businesses

circular
manage waste,
commodities and energy in smarter 
and more efficient ways

resilient
absorb, recover and prepare for future shocks 
(economic, environmental, social & 
institutional)

digital
tech for healthy people & 
economic growth



digital transformation is…
about people

hbr.org

empowered by the tech



Hey, Tech(people), go get your Meds!

Hey, Med(people), go get your Tech!

Med+Tech startups for a healthier, wealthier, 
better world!



Thank you!

We’re open for collaboration, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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Hello from 
Iași, Romania


